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Motivation

Covid-19 stirs people’s emotions, and many take to social medias to share their feelings

Revealing “Why does the writer feel [emotion]?” is important yet remains unexplored

● Understanding language plays a central role in clinical psychological diagnosis 
(Pennebaker et al., 2003).

● While emotion detection is a well-established task, few have studied what leads to 
these emotions in the scope of the text concerned in a data-driven manner.

● Generic summaries tend not to be informative if users are concerned with 
specific emotions expressed [Zhan et al., 2022].



Prior Work

Covid-ET

Previous work [Zhan et al., 2022] introduced 
Covid-ET, a dataset annotated with 

emotions and an abstractive summary of 
triggers that lead to expressed emotions in 

text.  



Motivation

However…

● Obtaining timely and qualitative abstractive summaries is expensive and 
extremely time-consuming.

● As seen in Covid-ET, labeled data is necessary to attain good performance on our 
task and general summarization models struggle.

● Therefore, in time-sensitive, high-stake contexts, lack of data can block necessary 
responses.



Covid-ET-EXT

We extend Covid-ET with extractive trigger 
summaries and turn to fully unsupervised 

extractive trigger summarization.

Extractive Summarization
Covid-ET-EXT



Emotion-aware Pagerank

To model the new task, we introduce Fully unsupervised Emotion Detection and 
Extractive Trigger Summarization, and propose Emotion-aware Pagerank (EAP)



Summarizing Emotion Triggers

Post
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Create a Word Graph from the input documents
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Joy Biased PageRank
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PageRank Relevance Biased PageRank Relevance

Words in the graph
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PageRank Relevance Biased PageRank Relevance

Constant random jump probability Biased random jump probability
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PageRank Relevance Biased PageRank Relevance

Emotion-intensity lexicon

We assign higher random jump 
probability based on the 

emotion intensity of words
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Solution: Fully unsupervised Emotion Detection and Extractive Trigger 
Summarization Assign a score and rank sentences 

based on the relevance scores
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Create a `meaning` score M based on similarity measures with our sentence 
database

Sentence similarity-based score
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Create final ranking
Merge the scores and rank sentences 

based on final score
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Results
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Results
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Conclusion and Future work

● We introduced CovidET-EXT, a new benchmark dataset composed of 1,883 Reddit 
posts annotated for the task emotion detection and extractive trigger summarization 
in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.

● The proposed Emotion-Aware Pagerank approach yields strong results on our 
datasets, consistently outperforming prior work in an unsupervised learning context.

● In the future, we plan to study abstractive trigger summarization from a zero-shot 
perspective to remove the requirement for labeled data. 
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